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CUSTOM BUILT

Afront elevation of angular beauty
and interior with crisp, clean
lines define this home, which is
custom designed to meet the

needs of a young family who like to
entertain.

A sharp contemporary style was used
by builder Aquila Homes on the front
elevation, with two skillion roof lines and
a stone blade wall leading to the front
door.

“With a striking facade that blends
modern roof lines, glass and organic
stacked stone, the home is as impressive
outside as it is inside,” Aquila director
Josie Nardelli said.

A cedar-framed glass pivot door with
double-height glass above allows natural
light to flow into the entry and central
corridor.

Mrs Nardelli said 4.2m-high highlight
windows spanned the length of the entry
to promote a sense of tranquillity
through natural light.

Crisp white was used throughout the
home, including the tiled floors and on
the walls, creating a modern and
minimal interior.

Mrs Nardelli said slim lines and a
high-quality finish added to the aesthetic.

A long corridor leads to the rear of the
home where the open-plan kitchen,
dining and living space is located.

Aquila made the most of the generous
proportions in this area with towering
ceilings.

“Special attention to the home’s
interior, including raked ceiling and

shadow-line cornice in the living area,
combine to create a highly detailed and
appealing home that is visually striking
as it is practical,” Mrs Nardelli said.

The highlight windows down the
central spine of the house continue into
the open-plan space, adding plenty of
natural light.

Custom white cabinetry and white
stone benchtops keep the kitchen
uncluttered. A feature bulkhead above an
island bench defines the space.

A dark glass splashback breaks up the
white in the kitchen.

A theatre room with coffered ceiling
and double-door entry off the kitchen
adds an additional living room space.

The bathrooms continue the
contemporary aesthetic with contrasting
dark and white tiles, dark vanity and
white benchtop.
.................................................................................................
■ The home was an entry in the 2013 HIA

Perth Housing Awards in the custom built
homes $475,001 to $625,000 category.
For inquiries phone Aquila Homes on
9349 9990.

Highlight windows down the central spine of the house add plenty of natural light.

Different angle 
on spacious living
■ Angie Tomlinson

The Quedjinup captures the epitome of a down south dream home, with 

surf breaks close by and a serenity unrivalled by city living. The Quedjinup 

has been beautifully designed to enhance the authentic outback feel with a 

contrast of soaring ceilings and free form living areas and secluded bedroom 

areas to retire to for privacy.

What you’re looking for is something a little different to the rest. You have 

your dream piece of land, and the idyllic spot to build your new home. It’s 

based around a view, a lifestyle, an ideal of how you want to live every day.

Our homes are designed exactly for this. For the family looking for something 

a little different, a little individual, and quite extraordinary. Our range of 

designs offer plenty of choice, you may also choose to custom design to your 

needs as you might have particular requirements or tastes other builders 

can’t offer. We Understand.

Open 61 Cornerstone Way, Biddles Common Dunsborough. Saturday and 

Sunday 1–5pm. Monday and Wednesday 2–5pm. For more information 

call 1800 643 800 or visit ruralbuilding.com.au for directions.
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For more information visit 
ruralbuilding.com.au or call 
1800 643 800.

Rural charm.
Open Spaces.

Authentic 
Outback.

The Quedjinup




